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ABSTRACT 

 

   Recent results from the Planck satellite, combined with earlier observations from WMAP, ACT, SPT 

and other experiments do not support the current standard model of cosmology, which combines the Big 

Bang origin and the inflationary scenario [41-43]. Therefore a few new basic models were constructed so 

that to avoid  the hypotheses of the standard cosmological model. Some researchers began to study the 

Planck epoch, the earliest period of time of the Universe before  the Big Band and the inflation. Some 

models are based on an idea about a multiverse. The origin of the Universe may be described by the scalar 

fields since the recent observations favour cosmological models with simple scalar fields. 

   Here we try to describe mathematically the origin of the Universe as a result of an interaction of scalar 

fields. Namely, a sequence of solutions of the nonlinear Klein–Gordon equation describes the evolution of 

pre -universe into the very early Universe, where gravitational forces have not yet emerged.  

   At first the scalar field, which describes structures of a static part and a dynamic part of pre-universe, is 

considered.  Multidimensional landscapes of the scalar field and the scalar potential of the pre- universe 

are described.  The landscapes consist of ridges and valleys.  Multidimensional spherical bubbles oscillate 

within the valleys (they are potential wells). It is shown that the local interaction of the static and dynamic 

parts of the landscape can greatly increase energy of certain bubble. As a result, the bubble erupts out of 

the potential well. We suggest that  energy of the bubble can yield our Universe.   

   Then an influence of quantum fluctuations on the scalar field is studied. They are also described by the 

nonlinear Klein–Gordon equation. Resonant cases are studied when an influence of the fluctuations 

increases above some critical level. As a result the bubble escapes out of the pre-universe and forms our 

Universe.  At the same time, the original spacetime is being shredded into fragments having a great 

energy. 

…Thus, we link the origin of the Universe with strongly nonlinear interaction of scalar fields existing in 

some pre-universe. It is known, that many physical fields can exist simultaneously at the same place. At 

the same time they do not practically interact with each other. However, due to quantum fluctuations the 

fields can occasionally interact. The Universe might be originated as a result of similar interaction. 
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1. Introduction 

 

   Existence of the Universe and its origin are some of the greatest puzzles.  There were many tales, myths 

and ideas that attempted to provide an answer.  The scientists, however, came up with only a few 

fundamental theories.  We start by briefly introducing some of those concepts.  

   Up to the middle of the XX century many researchers thought that the Universe always existed and did 

not change with time.  This opinion was supported by the general theory of relativity of Einstein.  He 

found that the Universe is stationary.  In particular, it has no beginning and no end.  This point of view 

held in cosmology long time after Einstein [1].  It still has its supporters up to the present time [2, 3].  In 

particular, models of slowly varying (nearly stationary) Universe without the beginning and the end were 

suggested.   

   However, more modern cosmological theories were developed since then. 

   Debatably, modern theoretical cosmology was based by Alexander Friedman [4, 5].  He started from the 

fundamental results of Einstein but rejected the static paradigm. As a result he formulated a mathematical 

theory of the evolutionary Universe, which has the beginning and the end.  According to the calculations 

of Friedman, at the initial moment, which we now call the Big Bang, all matter in the Universe was 

packed into a single point, where the density is infinite (singularity).  Friedman’s results were the starting 

point for many works.  In most of them the researchers assumed there being the beginning of the 

Universe.  Lemaître assumed ‘the energy of the universe packed in a few or even in a unique quantum’ 

and ‘the beginning of the world happened a little before the beginning of space and time’ [6].  He 

formulated the fundamental thoughts. Indeed, the Universe did not necessarily begin from a singularity.  

May be the Universe passed smoothly through the beginning [2, 3, 7, 8, 9]? 

   But how did this beginning come about?  Perhaps the most original opinion was formulated in [10].  The 

Universe can be born instantaneously, as a result of a quantum vacuum fluctuation, from ‘nothing’ along 

with space and time as a clot of energy and matter.  This suggestion opened a way to use physical laws to 

study the beginning of the Universe’s evolution [11-15].  

   The model [10] was criticized since a vacuum may only exist in some pre-existing spacetime (existing 

or existed before our Universe).  Now it is well known that a vacuum is very different from ‘nothing’ [16, 

17].  The vacuum can have energy.  The vacuum cannot be considered an empty place.  It is possible to 

assume that the vacuum of [10] belongs to some pre-existing universe.    Over the last few decades several 

scientific models were developed taking into account a possibility of existence of the pre-universe and 

some spacetime before the beginning.  
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   The idea of existence of pre-universe or some global multiverse opened up opportunities for 

constructing theories which are far from models of a single stationary or quasi-stationary universe.  One of 

them is the theory of the eternal inflation.  According to it, our universe came into existence along with an 

infinite number of other universes (multiverse) due to a phase transition in some scalar field [18-20].  The 

origin resembles the birth of bubbles in boiling water.  The emergence of the bubble universe is 

determined by the quantum fluctuations when the conditions of the scalar field close to the conditions of 

‘boiling’ [21-24].  In this model a bubble universe can collide with another bubble universe [21, 24].  

   The parallel deep idea in scientific cosmology is that the Universe was born not just once, but multiple 

times in an endless cycle of fiery deaths and rebirths.  These cyclic-universe models were popular in the 

1920 -1930 years.  But they were replaced by the model of the Big Bang.  Now they reappear [25-33].  

Perhaps, the most well developed version of this model is presented in [27].  Roughly speaking, it 

suggests the existence of two universes separated by an extra spatial dimension (parallel universes).  The 

universes exist independently, but periodically collide when the extra dimension disappear.  The moment 

of this collision can be regarded as an analogy of the Big Bang.  Thus, the model contains some elements 

and many results of the Big Bang model and the inflationary scenario.  At the same time it additionally 

takes into account the role of dark matter and dark energy.  After the collision the extra dimension 

increases and these universes diverge.  Some researchers speak about single cyclic-universe.  Our 

Universe may have begun as the Big Bounce instead of the Big Bang [34].   

   Above we described two fundamental approaches to the origin of the Universe.  Many new models may 

be constructed within these approaches.  Some of them were developed in recent years [35-40].  

   For example, the Universe could form as a result of a collapse of a star located in the pre-universe into a 

black hole [35-37].  The collapsing black hole causes the emergence of a new universe, whose 

fundamental properties may differ from the pre-universe where the black hole collapsed.  Each universe 

gives a rise to as many new universes as it has black holes. Or our 3-D Universe can emerge from a 2-D 

reality as some holographic picture [40]. 

   Thus, there are a sufficient number of well-developed theoretical models of the origin of the Universe.  

However, even the most popular standard cosmological model (the Big Bang model modified by the 

inflationary scenario) cannot claim that its predictions are fully consistent with the observations [41-43].  

In principle, the results of the collisions of the universes or the Big Bounce results can manifest 

themselves in the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) [44-46].  We can assume that the 

precision of modern experiments and cosmological observations is sufficient to allow us to start testing 

existing theories. But, for example, up to now traces of the collisions are not detected [47].  The latest 

experiments did not support the holographic universe idea too [48]. 
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   At the same time we think that the important results of the standard cosmological model are, perhaps, 

best at explaining many observations.  This standard model is based on Einstein’s equations rewritten for 

homogeneous and isotropic spacetime.  However, the latest observations [43, 47] did not support the 

above assumptions.  As a result, the standard model became a slippery concept not only because of the 

singularity at the beginning.  It is possible to improve this model using modified Einstein’s equations [3].  

But in this case, the model becomes very complex.  Some researchers think that what we need now a 

simple, radical idea that will point towards new approaches to the puzzles of the origin of the Universe. 

   It is known that quantum effects play important roles at the very early Universe [6, 8, 10, 15, 22].  

Sometimes, these effects may be described by scalar field equations.  Can these equations describe the 

origin of the Universe [8]?  On the whole, an idea of using scalar equations is well known in cosmology 

[18, 49-52].  Practically, all cosmologists use scalar fields in their theories [53-57].  In particular, an 

ordinary differential equation describing a scalar field was used in [2] so that to model the origin of the 

Universe.  This formation from pre- universe was studied with the help of the nonlinear Klein–Gordon 

equation (NKGE) in [58-60]. 

   In this research the sequence of solutions of NKGE describes the evolution of pre -universe into the very 

early Universe, where gravitational forces have not yet emerged.  

   At first (section 1) the scalar field, which describes structures of a static part and a dynamic part of pre-

universe, is considered.  Multidimensional landscapes of the scalar field and the scalar potential of the pre- 

universe are described.  The landscapes consist of ridges and valleys.  Multidimensional spherical bubbles 

oscillate within the valleys. It is shown that the local interaction of the static and dynamic parts of the 

landscape can greatly increase energy of certain bubble. As a result, the bubble erupts out of the valley 

(the potential well). We suggest that  energy of the bubble can yield our Universe.  

   Then an influence of quantum fluctuations on the scalar field is studied. They are also described by the 

nonlinear Klein–Gordon equation. Cases are studied when the fluctuations increase above some critical 

level. As a result the bubble can erupt from the potential well.  Namely, the bubble escapes out of the pre-

universe and forms our Universe.  At the same time, the original spacetime is being shredded into 

fragments having a great energy. According to [58-60] the strongly nonlinear oscillations of the fragments 

radiate particles with enormous energy, which form a new 4-dimensional spacetime and our Universe.   

   Certain  results presented in [58-60] are additionally developed in this research. 

 

2. Scalar field dynamics of a pre-universe 
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The fields themselves are not ‘made of’ anything – fields are what the world is made. At the same time, 

apparently,  fields are often the easiest way to describe different natural phenomena. In particular, field 

theories are often used for purposes of introduction of novel concepts and techniques. 

 

2.1. Basic equation and relations 

 

The pre-universe model is described here using nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation (NKGE). It is known 

that this equation describes a wide variety of physical phenomena such as wave propagation in different 

artificial and natural systems and the ‘birth’ of spinless particles in relativistic quantum mechanics. Above 

we stressed that this equation play the fundamental pole in certain cosmological models. 

Versions of NKGE.  We assume that there is nothing in the pre-Universe except the scalar field. Let it be 

described by NKGE in the following form 

2
*

1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) /
I

tt ii
i

c V
=

Φ − Φ = −∂ Φ ∂Φ∑ .                                                            (1) 

Here  *c  denotes a constant, I  is an integer value ( 1I ≥ ) and V  is the scalar field potential. The indexes 

denote the differentiation; 2 2ˆ ˆ /tt tΦ = ∂ Φ ∂ , 2 2ˆ ˆ /ii ixΦ = ∂ Φ ∂  , here ix  are the rectangular cartesian 

coordinates.  the nonlinear equation (1 ) describes the wide spectre of the massless and  spinless scalar 

fields inside the multidimensional spacetime. 

We stress that the rectangular cartesian coordinates are used. These coordinates were used widely for 

description of complex processes in different arias of physics. In particular, turbulent processes are 

described often using these coordinates. Recently the collision of universe was modelled with the help of 

the cartesian coordinates [46, 57, 61]. We note that the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric is used 

traditionally  for the study of the homogeneous and isotropic Universe at the earliest epoch of its 

evolution. But this metric is not applied to massless scalar fields.  

Different expressions for the function V can be found in many books and papers. We assumed that 
2 2 41 1

2 4
ˆ ˆ ˆ( )V m λΦ = Φ − Φ .                                                                       (2)  

 

Here  2m  and λ   are  constants. A solution of (1) is represented as a sum, 

ˆ
f fλΦ = Φ +Φ + .                                                                               (3) 

Here Φ  is a stationary part and Φ  is a dynamic part of the scalar field, f  takes into account the quantum 

fluctuations, fλ  is a constant.  Using (3) we obtain from (1) equations for Φ , Φ   and f : 
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2 2 3
*

1

I

ii
i

c m λ
=

− Φ = − Φ + Φ∑ ,                                                              (4) 

2 2 2 2 3 2 2
*

1
[3 3 3 ( ) ]

I

tt ii f
i

c m fλ λ
=

Φ − Φ = − Φ + Φ Φ+ ΦΦ +Φ + Φ +Φ∑ ,         (5) 

2 2 2 3 2
*

1
3 ( )

I

tt ii f
i

f c f m f f fλλ λ
=

− = − + + Φ +Φ∑ .                                    (5.1) 

The equations (5) and (5.1) are focused on the interaction of the fields.  

New variables and a simplified model of NKGE.  We can not tell what the pre-universe looked like. 

However, we can assume that some structures inside the pre-universe are similar to the widely accepted 

form of the very early Universe. We assume that the pre-universe contains multidimensional spherical 

structures.  The following new independent variables are used to describe these structures and different 

scenarios of the evolution of the scalar field: 

 

2sin
I

i
i

K xη ϑ= − ∑ , * 2 2sin sin
I

i
i

R B t K xξ ω ϑ= + − ∑ .                                       (6) 

Here ( , )iK K x t= , ( , )ix tϑ ϑ= , * *( , ) 0iR R x t= > ,  ( , )iB B x t=  , ( , )ix tω ω=  and ( , )iK K x t= . Let us 

assume that the dependence of these coefficients from coordinates and time is very weak. It is accepted 

that the coefficients K , ϑ , *R ,  B  , ω  are constants considering any local structures of the scalar field.  

We stress that the values η  and ξ  are independent. At the same time these values may be equal 

η ξ= ,                                                                           (7) 

if 

1 2 * 1arg sin [( ) sin ]
I

i
i

t K K x R Bω ϑ− −= − −∑ .                                            (8) 

In particular, if 0=ix , we have 

 BRt /sinarg *1 −= −ω .                                                          (9) 

Thus, cases may be when the fields Φ  and Φ  interact.  Similar cases are very important for this research. 

Using (6) we can find expressions ttΦ , iiΦ ,  ttΦ  and iiΦ . For example, 

 
2 2 21

2 (1 cos 4 ) 2 cos 2tt B t B tξξ ξω ω ω ωΦ = Φ − + Φ ,                                         (10) 

2 2 2 2sin 2 2 cos 2ii i iK x K xξξ ξϑ ϑ ϑ ϑΦ = Φ − Φ .                                         (11) 
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Then, we will ignore in (10), (11) the terms explicitly dependent on the harmonics. In this case, we rewrite 

equations (4) and (5) using (6):  
2 2 2 2 31
*2 0c K I mηηϑ λΦ − Φ + Φ = ,                                                        (12) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 21
*2

2 2 2 2

( ) 3

[3 3 3 ] ( ).
f

f

B c K I m f

f
ξξω ϑ λ λλ

λ λ δ η ξ

− Φ + Φ − Φ − Φ =

Φ Φ+ ΦΦ + Φ −
                          (13) 

 

Here ( )δ η ξ−  is the Dirac delta function (the impulse function). We mean that  2 23 3Φ Φ+ ΦΦ  
2 23 0f fλ+ Φ ≠  if ξ η= . Thus, the left hand side term of (12) may be considered as an instantly acting 

source which is determined by the interaction of the fields Φ  and Φ .  If ξ η≠  then 

2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 21
*2 ( ) 3 .

.
fB c K I m fξξω ϑ λ λλ− Φ + Φ − Φ = Φ                           (14) 

If the quantum fluctuations are ignorable then (14) yields 
2 2 2 2 2 2 31

*2 ( ) 0.
.

B c K I mξξω ϑ λ− Φ + Φ − Φ =                                        (14.1) 

We simplify the problem to the solution of the ordinary differential equations. In general, this approach is 

widely used in cosmology for the modelling of dynamics of scalar fields [10, 12, 16-19]. This 

approximation allows to describe observations and to identify main trends in the development of 

fundamental processes.  

We think [58-60] that some solutions of NKGE can describe the strict sequence of stages of an eruption of the 

Universe out of some pre-universe. In particular, the solutions should  explain an appearance of the initial 

energy of the Universe. Possible  it is  a result of the interaction of the fields. But how can they interact ?  

We will consider the equation (13) as a simple example of this interaction. In particular, this equation describe 

very localized interaction of the static and dynamic parts of the scalar field. 

We emphasize that very strongly nonlinear fields will be considered, when the coefficient λ  varies within 

very wide limits. In particular, cases will be considered when λ changes from 12010− (see Fig. 14) to 2010 . 

At the same time we stress that according to [50, 52, 41] λ  typically has the order from 1310−  to 1510−  in 

modern cosmology.  

Remarks. The expression ξ  (6) can be compared with the Minkowski formula linking time and space.  

Indeed, if 0* =R  and tω , ixϑ  are very small,  the expression ξ  describes the distance from arbitrary 

point of spacetime to the point 0=t , 0=ix . 
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We used the variables t, ix  and  η , ξ   (6). We will assume, for the most part, that the scalar field and its 

corresponding derivatives are finite and continuous function of these variables. At the same time we will 

consider also cases of exceptions, when the equation (13) has discontinuous solutions. 

 

2.2. Basic solutions   

 

We stress that in spite of the observational triumphs, this standard model remains an unfinished work of art. 

Many of its late-time successes can be traced to the initial conditions postulated for very early stages of the 

Universe.  The model assumes that the Universe had to start with certain properties that have never been 

successfully explained by the fundamental physics. So that to explain new observational data, researchers are 

introducing new and new suggestions which are not fully supported by observations, experiments and the 

results of fundamental physics. As a result the initially simple Big Bang theory became quite complex.  

   In contrast with this we hope [58-60] that some solutions of NKGE can describe the strict sequence of stages 

of an eruption of the Universe out of some pre-universe. In particular, the solutions should  explain an 

appearance of the initial energy of the Universe. Possible  it is  a result of the interaction of scalar fields. But 

how can they interact ?  

   Here we will consider the equation (13) as a simple example of this interaction. Here we will study very 

localized   interaction of the static and dynamic parts of the scalar field.  

The static part. First we look for an expression for the static part of the scalar field.  The localized exact 

solution of (12) are sought in the form of the solitary waves (solitons): 

 
sechA ηΦ = .                                                                         (15) 

The equation (12) yields 
 

2 2 2 3 2 2 31
*2[ (sec 2sec ) sech sech ] 0.c K I h h m A Aϑ ξ ξ ξ λ ξ− − + =                                (16) 

 
Using (16) we found three values for A : 

 

0 0A = ,    0.52A mλ−
+ = ,   0.52A mλ−

− = −                                               (17) 

and 
2 2 2 2 1

*2K m c Iϑ − −= .                                                               (18) 

Thus, the three solutions (15), (17) for the static part of the field are found.    

The dynamic part. Now we consider the dynamic part. Let  

  sechA ξΦ = .                                                              (19) 

Substituting these expression into (13) we have after simple calculations 
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2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 31

*2
2 2 2

[ ( )(sec 2sec ) sech sech

(3 sech sech 3 sech sech ) ( )] 0.

B c K I h h m A

A A A A

ω ϑ ξ ξ ξ λ ξ

λ η ξ η ξ δ η ξ

− − + −

− + − =
                        (20) 

 
The equation  (20) yields 

2 2 2 2 2 21
*2 ( )B c K I mω ϑ− = − .                                                       (21) 

 
In this case the equation (20) determines  

0 0A =                                                                      (22) 
 

and 
 

2 1 21
2 [ 3 ( ) 3 ( ) 8 ]A A A mδ η ξ δ η ξ λ−

± = − − ± − − + .                                  (23) 
 
1. No interaction. If  ξ η≠  we have 
 

mA 5.02 −
+ = λ ,   mA 5.02 −

− −= λ .                                          (24) 
 

Thus, if  ξ η≠ , the expressions for  Φ  (see (15) and (17))  and Φ  (see (19), (22) and (24)) are formally 

the same.  Using these solutions we can construct 9 expressions for the scalar field (3). For example,  if 

we assume A A−=  (17) and A A−=  (24), then 

 
0.5ˆ 2 (sech sech )m Aλ η η−Φ = − + .                                              (25) 

 
2. Interaction (ξ η= ). But the situation changes in the points of the interaction of the static and dynamic 

parts of the field. In particular, if  mAA 5.02 −
+ == λ  (17),  then (23) yields two expressions for A: 

                                              0.5
1 2 2A mλ−
− = −     and  0.5

1 2A mλ−
+ = − .                                        (26) 

 
If  mAA 5.02 −

− −== λ  (17),   then 
 

0.5
2 2 2A mλ−
+ =     and  0.5

2 2A mλ−
− = .                                            (27) 

 
Thus, the expression of  the dynamic part of the scalar field changes strongly if there is the interaction. For 

example, instead (25) we have for the case (27) that 

 
 2

ˆ ( )sech 0A A η− −Φ = + = ,                                                 (28) 
or 
 

0.5
2

ˆ ( )sech ) 2 sechA A mξ λ ξ−
− +Φ = + = .                                      (29) 
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   At the point ξ η=  there is the jump from negative to positive values of the field. We will link the origin 

of  the Universe with similar jumps.  The amplitudes of the parts are determined by the values 2m  and λ .  

Values ϑ , K , B , ω  and K  are not completely determined by (18) and (21).  We will consider these  

values as arbitrary. From (18) and (21) follows that 

 
2 2 2 2 2 1 2

*K B c I Kω ϑ− − −= +                                                      (30) 

We have 22 KK >  in (6).   

   We can not really know what are those scalar fields represented by the solutions.  We can only see that 

the solutions determine different types of the dynamic parts of the scalar field.  The evolution of this part 

is most important subject of our research. Apparently these parts may be interpreted as different vacuums 

[20, 50, 63], however we will not study possibility this interpretation. We will call of them as positive 

( A A+= (24)), negative ( A A−= (24)) and zero ( 0A A= (22)) dynamic fields.   

 
2.3.  Two-dimensional maps of landscapes of the pre-universe 

 

How can we interpret the solutions and expressions written using  the variables η  and ξ ? Let us return to 

the cartesian coordinates.  

   At first we consider the landscape of the scalar field so that to appreciate its dynamics. Generally 

speaking, using the solutions  (15) and (19) we can construct  smooth as well as discontinuous landscapes. 

Here  a smooth landscapes are considered. Assuming 0.52A A A mλ−
−= = = −  ((17), (24)) and using (3) 

we have (25), 
0.5ˆ 2 (sech sech ).mλ η ξ−Φ = − +                                                         (31) 

   The expressions (31) and (2) allow us to calculate the scalar function and the scalar potential.  In 

particular, the expression Φ̂  (31) determines a landscape of the scalar field which is described by static 

and dynamic parts. We stress that if η  and ξ  are very large then ˆ 0Φ ≈ . 

   For simplicity, the two-dimensional landscapes will be calculated.  In Figs. 1 and 2 the results of the 

model calculations are presented.  It is assumed that * 5R = ,  B =25, 1ω = , 300K = , 0.15ϑ =  and 

0.85K = . We stress that 300K =  is used. In this case, the dynamical part describes a  structure having a 

very thin wall.  
   The landscape of the scalar field calculated according to (31) is shown in Fig 1 (left). For simplicity we 

assume that 0.52 1mλ− = . The stationary part of the scalar field describes the landscape which consists of  

ridges (hills) and  valleys (Fig. 1 left). The highest value of the function  is reached at the top of the hills. 
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The dynamical part of the field disturbs the stationary picture in the valleys  where a thin ring radially 

oscillates (Fig. 1 right).  This ring may be named as the oscillon [63,64]. 

   This oscillon corresponds  to a multidimensional oscillating bubble (sphere, clot) which can have a very 

thin wall. The lowest value of the dynamic field (negative field) is reached in this wall. Within the bubble 

0Φ ≈ , if  the wall is very thin ( K →∞ ).This case is certain analogue of the well-known thin-wall 

approximation [63, 64].   

   
Fig. 1. The static (left) and dynamic (right)  two-dimension maps of the landscape of the scalar field.  The 

dynamic landscapes were calculated at three dimensionless moments of time: 0, 1.57 and 2.4. 

 

Substituting (31) into  (2) we approximately find  that 

 
1 4 2 4ˆ( ) [(sech sech ) (sech sech ) ]V mλ η ξ η ξ−Φ = + − + .                                     (32) 

The expression (32) determines a landscape of the scalar potential (Fig. 2 right) which takes into account 

static and dynamic parts of the field. For the calculation we assume that 1 4 1mλ− =  in (32). 

    
Fig. 2. The two-dimensional maps of the combined landscapes. The map of the scalar field (left) and  the 

map of the scalar potential (right). The calculations were made at three dimensionless moments of time: 0, 

1.57 and 2.4. 
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The dynamic part (bubble,  sphere,  clot) of the scalar field  oscillates inside of the scalar potential well 

(Fig.2 right). This part cannot escape from the well unless it is given a large enough energy influx. We 

assume that similar  landscapes describe the scalar potential of some pre-universe. 

   We think that the calculations describe qualitatively a structure of some pre-universe. According to our 

model the pre-universe is a system of infinite number of bubbles oscillating in potential wells. The hills 

and wells are described by the static part of the scalar field. The bubbles correspond more to the dynamic 

part. The bubbles may be slightly different from each other since the coefficients in (6) may be different 

slightly. The bubbles contain a scalar field which may be very close to  the zero field. The negative field is 

concentrated in the surface of the bubbles. We can compare the inner field with pressure of gas in  some 

elastic bubble and the negative field may be some analogue of the surface tension. The negative field 

(which was described as 0.52 sechmλ ξ−−  ((19), (24)) does not allow to increase strongly the volume of 

the bubble. We can use another parallel  for  the oscillating bubbles. Let us suggest that  the ‘potential’  

energy of bubbles transforms partly into ‘kinetic’  energy and vice versa. In other words, the zero field  

(pressure) transforms partly into the negative field (tension) and back. 

   Generally speaking, the bubbles might be very small (the value *R  may be like  the Planck’s scale 

dimension)  and the amplitude of the oscillations might be also extreme small.   

 
3.   Description of quantum perturbations 

 
How can we introduce a quantum action so that to describe the evolution of an element of the pre-universe 

into the Universe?  

   According to the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the wave packets of energy instantly and 

spontaneously are forming and quickly are disappearing within vacuum.  This process is known as 

‘quantum fluctuations’. We assume that these  localized fluctuations occur in the pre-universe. The 

problem is to describe an influence of the perturbations on the scalar field. 

 
   3.1.   Quantum perturbations and free nonlinear oscillations in the potential well 
 
Up to this moment we did not stress the influence of quantum fluctuations on the origin of the Universe. 

We studied above the geometrical structures of the dynamical landscape of some pre-universe. The 

important particularities of the structures are the potential wells containing oscillating bubbles of the 

scalar energy.  

Now we suggest additionally that there  are actions of quantum fluctuations on the structures.  These 

fluctuations are described by the equation (5.1). The fields Φ  and f  are considered as separable. Then  

the equation (5.1) is rewritten using the variable ξ (6).  As a result we have the equation similar to (14):  
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 21

*2 ( ) 3fB c K I f m f f fξξω ϑ λλ λ− + − = Φ .                                             (33) 
 
The solution is written in the form: 

( ) sech sin( )f A nξ ξ ξ φ= Ω Ω + .                                                      (34) 
 

Here Ω , Ω   and ϕ  are constants,  n  is the integer number ( n =0, 1, 2, 3,…).  According to (19) 

sechA ξΦ = Ω .                                                                  (34.1) 

The expressions (34), (34.1)  are substituted into the equation (33). Then we find that 

 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21

*2
2 2 2

2 2 3 31
4

2 3

( )[2 sech (cosh 1)sin( )

sin( ) 2 sech sinh cos( ) sin( )]sech

sech sin( ) sech [3sin( ) sin 3( )]

3 sech sin( )
f

A B c K I n

n n n n n

m A n A n n

AA n

ω ϑ ξ ξ ξ φ

ξ φ ξ ξ ξ φ ξ φ ξ

ξ ξ φ λλ ξ ξ φ ξ φ

λ ξ ξ φ

− Ω Ω Ω − Ω +

−Ω Ω + − ΩΩ Ω Ω Ω + − Ω Ω + Ω

+ Ω Ω + − Ω Ω + − Ω +

= Ω Ω +



 

 .

          (35) 

 
We will ignore the terms with  cos( )n ξ φΩ +   and  sin 3( )n ξ φΩ + . The equation (35) yields 

 

0 0A =   and  1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 21
*32 ( )fA c K I B Aλ λ ϑ ω− −

± = ± − Ω − .                          (36) 
And 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21
*2 ( )( )m c K I B nϑ ω ω= − Ω − .                                      (36.1) 

Thus, our solution can only be valid for a very weak interaction of fields Φ   and  f . Using (36.1) 

we rewrite (36) in the form 

1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 22
32 ( )fA m n Aλ λ− − −

± = ± Ω − Ω Ω − .                      (36.2) 

Thus, the quantum amplitude increases infinitely, if  2 2 2nΩ = Ω . 

We assume that the expressions (34) and (36) determine quantum perturbations acting to the dynamic 

landscape of the scalar field. Perhaps,  these expressions approximately describe the eigenfunctions of the 

equation (33). Let us compare these functions with the eigenfunctions which describe oscillations within 

different potential wells. The comparison is presented in Fig. 3 for the eigenfunctions (localized wave 

packets) calculated for different potential wells and different equations.   

The left curves were obtained for the square potential well, the centre curves were obtained for the well 

having the  parabolic potential well. The right wave packets were obtained for the rectangular well which  

models the well of the dynamic landscape of the scalar field (see Figs. 1 and 2).  It was assumed that 

certain quantum wave packet excites the bubble oscillating on the bottom of the well. The dimension of 

the packet may be much larger than the dimensions of the  bubble. 
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Fig. 3.  The eigenfunctions calculated for different potential wells and different equations. 

 

The eigenfunctions presented in the left part and the centre correspond to the Schrödinger equation [94]. 

The wave packets presented in the right part are calculated according to (34) for different nΩ   and φ . 

Namely, the curve 1 correspond to sechξ ,  the curve 2 correspond to sech sinξ ξ ,  the curve 3 correspond 

to sech cos 2ξ ξ  and the curve 4 correspond to sech sin 3ξ ξ .  It is seen that these localized wave packets 

describe well the data of the Schrödinger equation.   

Indeed, it is known that  some wave equations can describe wide spectra of physical phenomena. In the 

next subsection we illustrate this assertion additionally. 

Conclusion. The expressions (34) and (36) determine quantum perturbations acting on the bubbles of 

energy oscillating on the bottom of  the potential wells (see, additionally, Fig. 1 and 2 describing the 

dynamic landscape of the scalar field and its potential).  These wave packets may be considered as 

external perturbations (sources) acting on the bubbles. In this case the equation (14.1) is rewritten in the 

form:  
2 2 2 2 2 2 31

*2 ( ) ( )B c K I m fξξω ϑ λ ξ− Φ + Φ − Φ = .                                     (37) 

We assume that this equation determines possibility of the origin of the Universe.   

 
3.2. Oscillons and experiments 

 

Oscillons which were shown in Figs. 1 (right) and 2 are not well known.  The oscillating localized objects, 

similar to those presented in Figs. 1 and 2, have different names: oscillons, breathers, pulsons and Q-ball  

[6, 64, 65].  The name, oscillon, was introduced in [64], where spherically symmetric unstable scalar field 

configurations (‘bubbles’), were examined.  
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 (a)   (b) 

Fig. 4.  Typical oscillons excited on a suspension surface. One oscillon (a) and three oscillons (b) [66].  

 

   Oscillons on a granular layer were observed in 1996 [65]. Then  oscillons were excited on  suspension 

layers [66]. The photos illustrating the last case are presented in Fig. 4.  

   In the experimental system [66] a layer of a suspension was vibrated vertically. A cubical container with 

20 cm sides was used, with Plexiglas lateral boundaries. The container was mounted on a mechanical 

shaker providing vertical  acceleration from 0 to 30 g. The range of driving frequencies was limited from 

10 to 60 Hz. The maximum amplitude was 1.25 cm. The working suspensions were a mixture of water 

with commercial clay powder. At a critical value of acceleration the initial spatially-uniform surface loses 

its stability, and localized vertically-oscillating waves  (oscillons) can appear ( Fig. 4). 

   On a granular layer, strongly-localized vertically-vibrating waves can also occur. Examples of such 

waves arising on a layer of small balls are shown in Fig. 5.  

 

    
Fig. 5. Periodical granular column and crater on the surface of a vertically-excited layer: b and c are a bird 

view, d and e, are a side view [65].  A granular column and two  craters near  it, and  granular standing-

wave ‘nodes’ [67]. 
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   The oscillon is an axisymmetric excitation. It oscillates with half the frequency of the exciting 

frequency. It is a parametrically-excited localized wave.  During one cycle of the excitation it is a peak; on 

the next cycle it is a crater. The oscillon may be started by touching the surface of brass balls with a 

pencil.  After formation of the surface crater, the oscillon begins to bounce up and down, while the 

surrounding material stays in the same place.  The oscillon height is usually larger than the layer thickness 

(Fig. 5).  Thus, these excitations may be considered as strongly-nonlinear waves, where the vertical 

motion of the particles is connected with their horizontal motion.  Similar spatiotemporally oscillating 

localized nonlinear waves having properties of both standing and travelling waves were described in [68-

74].  In particular, the analytical theory of these waves was developed.  

    A possibility of the existence of space oscillons in the very early Universe immediately after the end of 

the inflationary stage of its expansion was found [73, 75-78].  It is very important for us that those 

oscillons were described by the solutions of NKGE. Thus, the similar objects were found in different 

strongly nonlinear wave systems.  The similarity is not surprising since it is well known that a nonlinear 

wave equation often describes different experimental results.  Therefore, we can expect that the solutions 

(19) and (34) also describe different experimental results, for example, for the Bose-Einstein condensate 

(BEC). 

   BEC was obtained for the first time in 1995 year.  Then the study of its properties began.  Some of them were 

explained by strongly nonlinear properties of  BEC [79].  In particular, localized regions of periodic oscillations 

were found in the condensate (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Oscillations  of a rotating Bose-Einstеin condensate [80]. 

 

   It is interesting that it was shown in 2001 that the local oscillons similar to those found in BEC can exist 

in the cosmic space [81].  
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Modeling of oscillons in the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC).    In Fig. 7 we present data of 

calculations of the landscape of the scalar field which simulate the Bose-Einstein condensate oscillations. 

   

   
Fig. 7. Radially oscillating rings are shown which form the peak during the convergence.  The data 

simulate the experiments with the Bose-Einstein condensate [80] (see, also,   

http://www.lkb.ens.fr/recherche/atfroids/anglais/vortex_an.html) . 

    

It is assumed that 001.0* =R ,  B =3.5, 1ω = , 5=K  and 0.15ϑ = .  We stress that in contrast with Fig. 1 

we have assumed 5=K  in Fig. 7.  As a result, unlike Fig. 1 the thickness of the rings in Fig. 7 increased.  

Fig. 7 begins to remind data of the experiments with the Bose-Einstein condensate (Fig. 6).  

  Thus, there are a certain similarity between the oscillations of the dynamic part of the scalar field (Fig. 7) 

and the data from the experiments studying the wave processes in the Bose-Einstеin condensate (Fig. 6).   

 Simulation of oscillons on surfaces of granular and liquid media.  Oscillons on the surfaces of these 

media are usually parametrically-excited localized standing waves.  Generally speaking, they remind the 

oscillons presented in Figs. 6 and 7.  However, here, as it is shown in Fig. 8, the oscilons form peaks and 

craters in two different places during the full period of the oscillations. 
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Fig. 8.  Landscapes calculated according to the expression 1

2sech sinξ ξ  (34) for t = 0.3; 0.6; 0.8; 0.9; 1.1; 

1.3; 1.57; 1.7; 2; 2.1; 2.3; 2.5; 2.7; 2.9; 3.14. 

 

   The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 8 for different moments of time.  It is assumed, that 
* 0R = ,  B =150, 1ω = , 75K = , 0.15ϑ = , nω =0.5 and ϕ =0.  First the craters appear when t =0 (Fig. 8).  

Then the craters begin to expand.  Their depth decreases (t = 0.3; 0.6; 0.8).  After that each crater changes 

its position (t = 0.9; 1.1; 1.3; 1.57) and starts to convert into a peak (a top of a hill, t =1.57).  These peaks 

rapidly transform into the craters.  Then the process of the expansion of the craters repeats (t = 1.7; 2; 2.1; 

2.3), but at new locations. The craters begin to move to the old locations if approximately t = 2.35.  After 

that they begin to increase the depth (t = 2.5; 2.7; 2.9; 3.14).  After t = 3.14 the described process is 

repeated. 

   Oscillons are usually modeled with the help of numerical calculations [65, 75-78].  However, we have 

shown that they may be also studied analytically in the context of the theory of extreme waves [58-60, 68-

74]. 

3.3.   Simple model of the origin of the Universe: mathematics and imaginations 

We considered the structures of the landscapes of the scalar field and scalar potential. Generally speaking, 

the amplitudes of these reliefs may be quite different. This fact is very important for our research since the 

origin of the Universe may be imagined as an eruption of the scalar field from some potential well. But 

how deep may these wells be  and how intensive may the fields be ? The replies are determined by the 

constants 2m   and  λ . 

   For example, if  1510λ −=  we have for different  2m  the following expressions for coefficients  1 4mλ−   

and 0.52 mλ−  which determine the potential well (32) and the scalar field (29).  

1. Let 2 210m −= , then 1 4 1110mλ− ≈  and  0.5 6.52 10mλ− ≈ . In this case apparently the field 

cannot erupt from the potential well; 

2. Let 2 510m −=  then 1 4 510mλ− ≈  and  0.5 52 10mλ− ≈ . In this case apparently the field can 

erupt from the potential well; 
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3. Let 2 710m −=  then 1 4 10mλ− ≈  and  0.5 42 10mλ− ≈ . In this case the field erupts out of the 

potential well. 

   We also stress that the depth of the potential well is determined by the difference 
2 4[(sech sech ) (sech sech ) ]η ξ η ξ+ − +  (32), which may be very small in contrast with  sechξ  (29),   

which determines the scalar field.  

   All this determines that after the jump the value of the scalar field can greatly exceed the depth of the 

potential well. If this takes place,  the field can erupt out of the pre-universe. Then it can form the 

Universe. 

   The solutions of the subsection 2.2 demonstrate the possibility of jumps of the scalar field in the point 

where η ξ= . As a result, the field obtains the great positive value. Of course the landscape of the scalar 

field is changed at the moments of the jump. Different landscapes illustrating this change are shown in 

Fig. 9.  

 

      
 

  
Fig. 9.  The rough scheme of the jump. A sequence of pictures of the scalar potential (A) and the scalar 

potential plus the scalar field (B, C, D). The pictures demonstrate the landscapes before the jump (A, B, C) 

and the results of the jump (D). 

 

   The picture A shows the element of the landscape of the static potential.  The pictures B and C  shows 

the sum of the static potential and the dynamic part of the scalar field at same moment of time.  The scalar 

field is located in the valley of the potential.  The picture B is the bird's-eye view, the picture C is the side 
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view.  The picture D is the bird's- eye view on the landscape after the jump of the scalar field. We think 

that the local jump of the landscape (Fig. 9) illustrates well the main results of  the subsection 2.2. We 

stress that the local variation of the landscape which is presented in Fig. 9 is very instant and may be 

extremely large. We illustrate the main result of Fig. 9 by Figs. 10-12.  

 

 
Fig. 10. The rough scheme of the development of the scalar field into the Universe.  The two-dimensional 

landscape of the pre-universe (left) and the scheme of the origin of the Universe (right) [59]. 

 

Fig. 10 (right) shows qualitatively results of quantum perturbations, bifurcations and resonances [59]. On 

the other hand, it corresponds qualitatively to the jump of a bubble of the scalar field to a new, very high 

energy level. The birth of our Universe can put in compliance with this jump of the bubble.   

Fig. 11 [90] illustrates additionally this point of view.  
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Fig.11. Image credit: Moonrunner Design, via http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/03/140318-

multiverse-inflation-big-bang-science-space/. 

 

At the same time there is certain analogy of the result of Fig. 9 with an eruption of a volcano. This analogy 

is supported by Fig. 12. 

 

 
Fig. 12.  A rough scheme of the eruption of universes from the potential wells of a pre-universe [91]. 

 

   Of course, pictures like Figs. 11 and 12 may be considered as some wild speculations connected with 

unsolved problems of science. Indeed, some cosmological theories may be considered as crazy. The 

society should get the habit of them. The pictures like Figs. 11 and 12 should help to understand the crazy 

ideas better. On the other hand the scientific art which were showed in the last figures, could popularize  

scientific ideas and results which are not supported up to this moment by experiments and observations 

[41, 42, 47, 48, 92, 93].   

Remark. We recall that basic laws of quantum mechanics is applicable for our analysis. In particular, it is 

well known [41, 61] that the energy density and the energy pressure of the scalar field depend on 

derivatives 2
iΦ , 2

tΦ and the scalar potential ( )V Φ . Thus, these density and pressure can increase 

infinitely in the points of discontinuity.  Due to above circumstances, our Universe can emerge having 

practically infinite energy and mass.    

 

4. Modeling of instant quantum actions 

 

     We have the solutions describing many dynamic scalar fields. Our interpretation of the above results is  

 
 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/03/140318-multiverse-inflation-big-bang-science-space/
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/03/140318-multiverse-inflation-big-bang-science-space/
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that the spacetime of the pre-universe is pervaded by a number of scalar fields. It is possible to assume 

that they correspond to some boson-like fields. The fields are localized in same space, which is 

determined by coordinate ξ .  All fields focus at the same place where they could interact. As a result the 

external sources may  appear in the field equations. The simplest version of the similar equation has a 

form 2 2 4( ) ( , ) ( , ) (3 / 8 )G x y x y Hµ δ π− + = − . This equation was used by Hawking [21]. Similar equations  

take into account the quantum effects.  

   We assumed that the quantum perturbations exist in the potential well of pre-universe (the subsection 

3.1) . We also found that these perturbations, developing within the  scalar field, act on certain bubble 

located in the bottom of the well. In this case the equation describing the periodical oscillations of the 

bubbles should supplement with the term which takes into account these perturbations.  

 

4.1.  Theoretical model 

 

Using the results of the subsection 3.1 we will consider  the equation (14.1) subject to an instant external 

quantum action. As a  result an new term appears in the right-hand side of the equation [82]. In this case 

we have 

 
2 2 2 2 2 2 31

*2 ( ) ( ) ( )B c K I m Aξξω ϑ λ ϕ δ ξ− Φ + Φ − Φ = Φ  .                                         (38) 

Here ξ  is a point subject to the quantum action, ( )δ ξ  is the Dirac delta function (the impulse function), 

A  is the amplitude of the quantum fluctuation and ( )ϕ Φ  is an arbitrary function.  Let 

sechA ξΦ =  and 2( ) sech sinhϕ ξ ξΦ = .                                               (39) 

We will consider the field in the vicinity of ξ .  It is assumed that there the value of the field can change 

discontinuously as a result of the quantum kick (fluctuation).  This discontinuous change in the field is 

computed by integration (38) from jξ ξ ε= −  to 1jξ ξ ε+ = + : 

 
2 2 2 2 21

*2

2 3 3

( )[ ( ) ( )]

( sech sech ) ( ) ( ) .

B c K I

m A A d A d

ξ ξ

ξ ε ξ ε

ξ ε ξ ε

ω ϑ ξ ε ξ ε

ξ λ ξ ξ ϕ δ ξ ξ
+ +

− −

− Φ + −Φ −

+ − = Φ∫ ∫
 

This equation is rewritten using  (39). As a result we have 
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2 2 2 2 2 2 21
*2

2

3 2 3 21
2

3 3 2

( )[ ( sech sinh ) ( sech sinh ) ]

2 [( arg tan(exp )) ( arg tan(exp )) ]

[( sech sinh ) ( sech sinh ) ]

[( arg tan(exp )) ( arg tan(exp )) ] sech sinh (

B c K I A A

m A A

A A

A A A

ξ ε ξ ε

ξ ε ξ ε

ξ ε ξ ε

ξ ε ξ ε

ω ϑ ξ ξ ξ ξ

ξ ξ

λ ξ ξ ξ ξ

λ ξ ξ ξ ξδ

+ −

+ −

+ −

+ −

− − +

+ −

− −

− − =  ) .d
ξ ε

ξ ε
ξ ξ

+

−∫

         (40) 

Let 0ε →  and  ( ) ( )A Aξ ε ξ ε+ −>> . First we collect the terms with 

2(sech sinh )ξ εξ ξ + .                                                                (41) 

As a result we have an equation linking Aξ  and A , 

 
3 1 2 2 2 2 2 1

*( ) 2 0A B c K I A Aξ ξλ ω ϑ λ− −+ − + = .                                              (42) 

Then we collect the terms with 

arg tan(exp )ξ εξ +                                                                          (43) 

In this case the equation (40) approximately yields that 

 
2 21

2 ( )m Aξλ= .                                                                              (44) 

Thus, we have the algebraic equation (42) coupling the nonlinear properties of the field,  the amplitude of 

the quantum action and coefficient 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ− .  If   0A = , then (42) yields the former solutions 

(22), (24) for the dynamic part of the field. However, for some values of  A  a solution of (42) can be 

larger  0.52A mλ−
+ =  (24). In this case, the vicinity of the point ξ can erupt out of the potential well. 

On the other hand, the equation (42) can have discontinuous solutions.  Of course, the discontinuous 

solutions are only for certain values of the coefficient 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ−  and A , 1λ− . Let us consider 

conditions determining an origin of the discontinuous solutions. 

 

4.2.  Calculations and their  analysis 

 

Our aim in this section to study an influence of  2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ−  and A on solutions of the equation (42). 

Effects of 1λ−  is also analysed, but for the most calculations we use 1510−=λ  [41].  

 

4.2.1.  Discontinuous jump of the scalar field 
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We remind that ϑ ,  B , ω  and K  in (42) are arbitrary values which determine the coefficient 
2 2 2 2 2

*B c K Iω ϑ− .  This coefficient will be considered as a variable.  

Discontinuous jump. The solutions of (42) are also depended strongly on effects of nonlinearity (the 

coefficient λ ) and A .  However, if 12Aλ−  is very small, the equation (42) has real solutions for 

practically any 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ− .  Namely, one solution if 2 2 2 2 2

* 0B c K Iω ϑ− + <  and three solutions if 

2 2 2 2 2 18
* 10B c K Iω ϑ −− + >  (see, as an example, Fig. 13A).  The situation is different for strong enough 

quantum actions. In this case, we can construct discontinuous multivalued solutions of (42) having the 

jump (see, for example, a composite discontinuous curve consisting from segments 1, 4 and 5 or a 

composite discontinuous curve consisting from segments 2, 4 and 5 in Fig. 13B).  These discontinuous 

multivalued curves (solutions) are also illustrated by the corresponding smooth segments in Fig. 13C.  

 Typical nonlinear picture of roots of the equation (42) is shown in Fig. 13. We assumed that 2110A −= (A)  

or  1910A −=  (B and C).  If  approximately 2 2 2 2 2 18
* 4 10B c K Iω ϑ −− + > ⋅ , there are three different real 

solutions of (42) (segments 1, 2 and 3). If approximately 2 2 2 2 2 18
* 4 10B c K Iω ϑ −− + < ⋅ , the solution is 

determined by one curve, which is composed from the segments 4 and 5 (see Fig. 13B and C).  The jump 

takes place approximately in the point 2 2 2 2 2 18
* 4 10B c K Iω ϑ −− = − ⋅ .  

It is important that the jump to the positive values experiences fields having the negative  amplitudes  

(segments 1 and 2).  It is seen that values of these fields may be very different.  However, during the jump, 

these fields coalesce, and begin to interact in such a way that they form a new field corresponding to the  

segments 4 and 5 ( 2 2 2 2 2 18
* 4 10B c K Iω ϑ −− + < ⋅  (Fig. 13B)). 
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Fig. 13.   Typical nonlinear picture of the amplitudes of the dynamic part calculated for 1510λ −= , 

different values 2 2 2 2 2
*c K I Bϑ ω− ,  2110A −= (A)  or  1910A −=  (B and C).   The curves show and explain 

the formation of the discontinuous solutions of (42). 

 

So we have presented in Fig. 13 the curves determining  the amplitude of the function sechA ξΦ =  (39) 

for some value ξ . Generally speaking, the equation (42) determines the amplitude A as a function of the 

parameters included in 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ− . These parameters link ξ  with time t  and coordinates ix (6). 

Depending on the coefficient 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ−  the equation can define the five different segments. The 

segments 1, 2 and 3 correspond to three different real roots of the equation (42). We will call these real 

roots as 1A , 2A  and 3A . They were found for  1510λ −= .  In this case, we found that the weak action 

( 1910A −= ) increases instantly the amplitude of the function sechA ξΦ =  up to the order  of 0.1.   

   It is interesting to compare  the results presented in Fig. 13 and the solutions (22), (24).  It is seen that to 

a certain extent, the segment 1 (root 1A ) corresponds to 0.52A mλ−
− = − , and the segment 2 (root 2A ) 

corresponds to 0A = . The upper segment 3 (root 3A ) can be compared with 0.52A mλ−
+ = . Of course, 

we do not mean ‘fully compliant’ speaking of the comparison, since these segments depend on the 

quantum action and value 1 2 2 2 2 2
*( )B c K Iλ ω ϑ− − . The latter  is not equal to 1 22 mλ−−  (24), if there is the 

quantum action. Thus, comparing (22), (24), and results of Fig. 13 it can be concluded that in a case of 

strong enough quantum action the dynamic part of the resulting scalar field can jump and significantly 

exceed the maximum value 0.52A mλ−
+ =  (17) for the static part of the scalar field. In this case, the 

dynamic part of the scalar field can leave its potential well. On the contrary, if quantum action is small 

enough, the dynamic part remains practically unchanged. The jump is very small or it is missing (see, as 

an example, Fig. 13A). In this case, the jump out of the potential well is impossible. 
 

   
Fig. 14.   Examples of extreme amplification  of  amplitudes of the dynamic part calculated for 

8010λ −= (A) and 12010λ −= (B) when 1210A = .  The horizontal axis corresponds to different values of 
2 2 2 2 2
*c K I Bϑ ω− . The curves show and explain the formation of the discontinuous solutions of (42). 
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The field amplification depends strongly on the coefficient of nonlinearity (λ ). The smaller λ , the larger 

amplification. For example, if  8010λ −=  and 1210A =  then Aξ  is of the order of 3110 . If  12010λ −=  and 

1210A =  then Aξ  is of the order  of 4410  (Fig. 14).  

Conclusion. We studied the influence of the nonlinearity and the amplitude A  on the size of the 

discontinuity (jump). According to our calculations, the field reaches the values of the order of 710− , when 
1 42 10λ− =  and 2510A −= . If 1 202 10λ− =   and 1810A −= , then the jump was of order  10. If 1 202 10λ− −=   

and 3810A −= , then the jump was of  order 1910− .  Thus, the jump depends strongly on A  and λ . At the 

same time, we found that the jump amplification of the scalar field was proportional to 12 Aλ−  .  For any 
1λ−  this amplification changes approximately from 2010 A  to 1710 A . Thus, the scalar field can be greatly 

amplified as a result of the weak enough quantum action. 

These results are limited by the action of the instant quantum fluctuation. Let us consider more general 

cases of  finite time quantum fluctuations. 

 

   4.2.2. Structure of the jump and its formation  

 

We emphasize that we were talking about an instantaneous jump, which corresponds to the instantaneous 

quantum action. We have calculated the value of the scalar field jump for certain values of the variable 
2 2 2 2 2

*B c K Iω ϑ− , nonlinearity and the quantum fluctuation.  At some spacetime point characterized by 

these parameters, the scalar field can jump out of the pre-universe. This jump can be viewed as a starting 

point of the evolution of our universe. Of course, this point requires a careful study. 

   It is noted in [58-60] that the jump can have, on a closer examination, a complex structure. It may 

consist of a series of jumps. The jumps from one energy level to another level can be accompanied by the 

destruction of the spacetime and the appearance of particles of matter and energy. 

   We now focus on multiple jumps of the scalar field. First we look closer at the jump area in Fig. 13. To 

do this, we assume that in this area there is a resonant dependence of the amplitude  A  (42) on the 

parameters ω , B , ϑ  and K  of the bubble oscillations. Thus, we assume that the amplitude of the 

quantum action A   can vary with 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ− .  This is a strongly localized resonant variation, 

therefore the field remains at the point ξ .  
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Fig. 15.  Two examples of discontinuous oscillations of the scalar field. The quantum actions are shown 

on the left. The horizontal axis corresponds to different values of 2 2 2 2 2
*c K I Bϑ ω− . 

 

Some results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 15. We assumed that 
1 40.5 10 [ 1 0.5sech(0.01 )cos( )]A z zλ γ− −= ⋅ − + .                                               (45) 

Here  2 2 2 2 2 21
*4000 ( ) 10z B c K Iω ϑ= + − ⋅ , 1910~ −≈A , γ  is a constant and  1510λ −= . The curves of Fig. 

15A are calculated for 0.01γ = . The curves of Fig. 15B are calculated for 0.05γ = . It is seen from Fig. 

15 that the weak action ( 1910~ −≈A ) increases the amplitude of the function sechA ξΦ =  (39) up to the 

order  of 0.1.  In contrast with Fig. 13 we now have multiple jumps. 

  Of course, the number and size of jumps (discontinuities) depend on many circumstances. Generally 

speaking, they can appear in different points of the horizontal axis. This case is illustrated by Fig. 16. We 

assumed for calculations that 

1 1910 [ 1 0.5sech(0.01 )cos(0.01 )]A z zλ γ− −= ⋅ − − .                                               (46) 

Here 21222
*

22 10)(5000 ⋅−+= IKcBz ϑω , 2510~ −≈A , γ  is a constant and  410−=λ .  The curves of Fig. 

16A are calculated for γ =1.425. The curves of Fig. 16B are calculated for γ =1.4375. 
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Fig.16. An example of the formation of the jump (discontinuity) which can eject the piece of the scalar 

field out of the pre-universe into the new spacetime [58-60]. The horizontal axis corresponds to different 

values of 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ− . 

 

   The appearance and location of the jumps depend strongly on   the amplitude of the quantum fluctuation 

A  and λ . Small enough quantum action can locally change the amplitudes of the field, but cannot form 

the new jump (Fig. 16 A). The jump forms if the quantum amplitude increases enough (Fig. 16 B). 

We can have an extremely large amplification of the scalar field due to the jump. According to our 

calculations the scalar fields of the bubble jump to approximately same value ( A~1018≈ ): both the inner 

part of the bubble (the curve 2 (the zero-like field)) and its surface (the curve 1 (the negative field)). It 

seems if there is a sufficiently strong quantum action, then the scalar field can jump out of the potential 

well. 

 

5. Finite time quantum actions 

 

Figs. 13-16 show the possibility of a very strong change in the amplitude of the dynamic part.  It opens a 

possibility for the energy bubble to jump out instantly of the potential well.  However, generally speaking, 

this phenomenon may be not instantaneous. It is determined by the quantum fluctuations (see the 

subsection (3.1)). For example, if the quantum fluctuation is determined as ( ) sechf Aξ ξ= Ω (the curve 1 

in Fig. 3), the equation (37) yields 
2 2 2 2 2 2 31

*2 ( ) sechB c K I m Aξξω ϑ λ ξ− Φ + Φ − Φ = Ω .                                      (47) 

Since 3sech sechξ ξΩ ≈ Ω , we rewrite (47) in the form 

2 2 2 2 2 2 3 31
*2 ( ) sechB c K I m Aξξω ϑ λ ξ− Φ + Φ − Φ = Ω .                                      (48) 

Let  sechA ξΦ = Ω . In this case the equation (48) yields  the equation for the amplitude A , 

                                       

                                                          3 2 2 2 2 2
*( ) 0.A B c K I A Aλ ω ϑ+ − + =                                                  (49) 

It is easily seen that  this equation practically coincides with the equation (42) for the instant quantum 

action. Therefore all results obtained for the last case are valid for the quantum fluctuation sechA ξΩ .   

 

5.1.  ‘Short’ quantum actions  
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We have examined  the effects  of the instant and extremely short quantum actions on the scalar field and 

obtained the results linking directly nonlinearity of the scalar field and the emergence of the Universe. In 

particular, the instant and finite duration quantum actions are described by similar equations (see the 

equations (42) and (49)). Their solutions have a bifurcation at the point where 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ≈  (Fig. 

13A). Now we consider the bifurcation point more attentively using the equation  (37) and the expression 

(34) which determines the quantum action. Equation (37) is greatly simplified near 2 2 2 2 2
*B c K Iω ϑ≈ . Let 

us examine the continuous and discontinuous solutions of the equation near this point in order to further 

investigate the effect of the nonlinearity and its influence on the origin of the Universe.  For this case the 

scalar field  and the quantum action will be described by the equation 

 
3 1 ( ).R fλ ξ−Φ + Φ =                                                                (50) 

Here 1 2R mλ−= − [58-60],  ( )f ξ  describes the quantum action. Below several examples of the quantum 

action are presented.  

1.  At first we consider a soliton-like quantum fluctuation when 1 ( ) sechf Aλ ξ ξ− = Ω  in (50) (see Fig. 17). 

This case corresponds to  the wave packet 1, which is shown in Fig. 3. Let the parameters of the quantum 

fluctuation be: 3010A E −= − ⋅ , 295 10Ω = ⋅ .  For this case the solutions of the equation (50)  are shown in 

Fig. 17 for the different E .  

   According to Fig. 17 the three independent fields (curves 1, 2 and 3) are described by (50) if  the 

amplitude of the quantum action is small enough ( E <0.385).   The fields begin to interact and form a new 

composite field when the quantum action  increases. In particular, the composite discontinuous solution 

appears when E = 0.385.  In this case, the curves 1 and 2 coincide near the point zero and  jump to the 

curve 3. As a result, the complex composite field is formed if 0.385E ≥ .  The composite solutions 

(pictures E = 0.5, 10)  describe the discontinuous slope of the hill-like scalar fields and the strong 

amplification of the fields 1 and 2.  They can reach the hill top of the composite scalar field.  Then the 

composite scalar field reduces.  
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Fig. 17.  Continuous  and discontinuous curves described by the solutions of (50), where 

2010R −= − .  The curves 1, 2 , 3 and 4 are determined by different roots of the equation. Pictures  E =0.3 

and E=0.384 are determined by three continuous solutions. These solutions begin to interact when 

E =0.385. The pictures E =0.385, 0.5 and 10 are determined by discontinuous solutions. The quantum 

fluctuation is the upper picture, left.  

 

   We stress that  some theories describe the initial evolution of the Universe as rolling down of the scalar 

field from some local maximum  [50, 52].  Fig. 17 shows how the scalar field can jump to this maximum. 

At the same time, we do not touch here the process after the jump. We only consider here the possibility 

of the jump. The study of the jump and the following process are the special complex problems. 

2.  Now we consider a case when 1 ( ) sech sinf Aλ ξ ξ ξ− = Ω Ω  in (50) (see Figs. 18 and 19). This case 

corresponds to  the wave packet 2, which is shown in Fig. 3.  In this case the quantum fluctuation changes 

its sign, if 0ξ = . Let the parameters of the quantum fluctuation be: 3010A E −= − ⋅ , 295 10Ω = ⋅  , 
294 10Ω = ⋅  (Fig. 18 the upper picture, left).  The solutions of the equation (50) are shown for the different 

coefficient E .  
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Fig. 18.  Continuous  curves described by the solutions of (50), where  2010R −= − . The curves 1, 

2  and 3 correspond to different roots of the equation. 

 

The pictures  of Fig. 18 are determined by three continuous solutions. If the amplitude of the action is 

small,  then the fields are independent and the curves 1, 2 and 3 do not interact. These solutions begin to 

interact when E =0.8275.  

 

 

  
Fig. 19. Examples of the discontinuous solutions of (50) constructed for  E =0.83 and E =1. The 

full pictures of the roots and the corresponding curves (left). The simplified pictures  of the roots and the 

corresponding curves illustrating an appearance of the jumps and the discontinuous fields (right). 

 

Fig. 19 shows the possibility of a very strong interaction of scalar fields determined by the equation (50), 

if the quantum amplitude is large enough. If E  > 0.8275 then the solutions of the equation (50) are 

determined by the discontinuous and multivalued curves. In this case a multivalued composite 

discontinuous field is formed, which is determined by the discontinuous oscillations (the local jumps). 

These jumps determine a new fast varying scalar field.   

   We will study the discontinuous oscillations of the field additionally in the following subsections. 

 

5.2.  Modulated quantum actions 
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We assume in the equation (50) that 

( ) sech cosf Aξ λ ξ ξ= Ω Ω ,                                                             (51) 

where Ω  and Ω  are constants. This case corresponds to  the wave packet 3, which is shown in Fig. 3. The 

equation (50) yields 
3 sech cos .R A ξ ξΦ + Φ = Ω Ω                                                         (52) 

Thus, the quantum action is being described by the packet of oscillations. We expect that the amplitude 

and the form of oscillations of the dynamic part can be amplified strongly inside the potential well as a 

result of the quantum action (51). On the other hand, we found that the amplification is possible only for 

certain  resonant values 1 2R mλ−= −  [58-60].  Below several examples of the action are presented. 

1. Let the parameters of the quantum fluctuation (51) be: 2110A −= , 395 10Ω = ⋅  and 405 10Ω = ⋅  

(Fig. 20). 

 
Fig.  20.  The quantum fluctuation as a soliton-like packet of waves (51) [58-60].  

 

Let  1410R −= − .  For this case the solutions of the equation (52)  are shown in Fig. 21.  

 

   A 

   B 

Fig. 21.  The evolution of the scalar fields at the resonance ( 1 2 1410R mλ− −= − = − ) [58-60].  
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The curves of the picture A are determined by three types of the roots of the equation (52). These curves 

slightly oscillate when the horizontal coordinate is smaller than 404 10−− ⋅ . In this case the curves 

correspond to three independent fields. The upper curve corresponds to the positive field, the middle curve 

corresponds to the zero field and the bottom curve corresponds to the negative field (see the subsections 

2.2 and 4.2.1). These curves (fields) begin to interact when the horizontal coordinate increases more than 
404 10−− ⋅ .  The composite (multivalued) field is formed by elements of the independent  fields. 

   Thus, the three independent fields  are described by the equation (52), if  the amplitude of the quantum 

action is small enough (see  Figs. 20 and 21 together).  The fields begin to interact when the quantum 

oscillations increase. As a result the very complex composite field is formed. The corresponding roots (the 

solutions) form the profile which reminds the mushroom-like waves. We have violent nonlinear 

distortions of the initial scalar field and, apparently, violent nonlinear distortions of the initial spacetime. 

The curves B (Fig. 21) are determined by a sole type of the roots of the equation (52). These roots slightly 

oscillate relatively the zero line when the horizontal coordinate is smaller than 404 10−− ⋅ .  The curve is 

ruptured and  strongly different pieces of the scalar field are formed, when the amplitude of the quantum 

action increases. 

The same behaviour is observed in the following two cases, where we consider a quantum fluctuation with 

another parameters. 

  2.  Let the parameters of the quantum fluctuation be: 393 10A −= ⋅ , 395 10Ω = ⋅  and 405 10Ω = ⋅ . 

  A 

 B 

Fig. 22. The evolution of the scalar fields at the resonance ( 1 2 25.7510R mλ− −= − = − ) [58-60]. The 

composite (multivalued) solution (A), the discontinuous solution (B). 
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In this case the resonant interaction of the fields take place, if 25.7510R −= −  (Fig. 22). The curves (fields) 

begin to interact when the horizontal coordinate increases more than 404 10−− ⋅ .   The curves B (Fig. 24) 

are determined by a sole type of the roots of the equation (52).The rupture and the amplification of the 

scalar field are illustrated.  We think that this figure demonstrates  violent nonlinear distortions of the 

initial scalar field and, apparently, violent nonlinear distortions of the initial spacetime. 

3. Let the parameters of the quantum fluctuation be: 513 10A −= ⋅ , 395 10Ω = ⋅  and 
4110Ω = .  In 

this case the resonant condition is satisfied if 343 10R −= − × . The resulting fields are illustrated  by Fig. 23. 

 

   
Fig. 23.  The evolution of the scalar fields (solutions) during the modulated quantum action. 

The interaction of three fields (upper picture); the interaction of two fields (bottom pictures, left 

and mid); the discontinuous oscillations of one field (bottom picture, right) [58-60]. 

 

The curves Fig. 23 (bottom pictures, left and mid) are determined by two different types of the roots of the 

equation (52).  The curve Fig. 23 (bottom picture, right)) is determined by a sole type of the roots of the 

equation.  These curves demonstrate that quite different scalar fields might be originated due to resonant 

excitation of the initial scalar field by the modulated quantum actions. 

In the cases considered above (Figs. 21 – 23) we found resonant parameters at which the three source 

independent scalar fields begin to interact and form a new composite field.  The amplitude of the 

composite field’s oscillations increases beyond that of the original fields.  It may increase to a point where 

it becomes possible for the energy bubble  to escape the potential well  (Fig. 2). 

The nature of the oscillations themselves change.  They become very complex and can potentially contain 

jump discontinuities. 
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We found that the amplification of the fields and the strongly nonlinear evolution of their forms took place 

when some resonant conditions for coefficients 1 2R mλ−= −  and A  of the equation (52) were satisfied.  

We considered cases when these resonant conditions take place.  The influence of the change of  the 

quantum fluctuations on the amplitude and the form of the resulting nonlinear scalar fields (waves) was 

studied. 

An important result of the calculations is that a very weak quantum action can form the composite scalar 

field within the resonant band.  Near the resonant band the field evolution may be described by tree 

branches of the solution. Generally speaking, the branches may interact. According to the calculations the 

scalar field can jump between the upper and lower branches (between  positive and negative values of the 

energy).  

Remark.  The calculated results did not qualitatively change when  Ω  and Ω  were increased  to 
275 10Ω = ⋅ , 285 10Ω = ⋅ . 

 

5.3.  ‘Long’ quantum actions 

 

Let us study a case of  the quantum fluctuations having more long duration (Fig. 24). It is assumed also 

that the quantum action function has a fast varying part. This part is much shorter of the action duration. 

Examples of similar actions are shown in Fig. 24 (centre and right). 

 

 

Fig. 24. The quantum action described by the expression  1 ( ) arg tan[exp( )]f Aλ ξ ξ− = −Ω  (left) and more 

complex curves describing the quantum action in (52) (centre and right). 

 

The solutions of the equation (52) obtained for the above quantum actions are presented in Figs. 25-28. 

Considering these figures we mean that the roots 1 and 2 (the segments 1 and 2) describe the evolution of 

certain scalar fields 1 and 2. 

        1.  First it is assume that 1 ( ) arg tan[exp( )]f Aλ ξ ξ− = −Ω (Fig. 24), where 3010A A −= ⋅ , 295 10Ω = ⋅   

and   2010R −= −  in (52) .  For this case the solutions  are shown in Fig. 25. It is seen that the scalar fields 
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are independent if A =0.01 or A =0.2 in 3010A A −= ⋅ . The segments (fields) 1 and 2 begin to interact when 

A =0.245. The jumps of the scalar fields (segments 1 and 2) to the positive values take place when 

A >0.246. 

 

     

  

    

Fig. 25.     Results of the quantum action 1 30( ) 10 arg tan[exp( )]f Aλ ξ ξ− −= ⋅ −Ω (Fig. 24 left) 

calculated for different coefficient A . The scalar fields 1 and 2  can jump up to the top level (the plateau) 

if 0.246A ≥ . 

 

We have considered the case (Fig. 24 left) when a long quantum action is not accompanied by quantum 

fluctuations of small amplitude. It is known [58-60] that their impact can be very important. These 

fluctuations determine the possibility of the destruction of the spacetime of the pre-universe. On the other 

hand the small fluctuations can influence  on the eruption  of the scalar field from the potential well. 

Below we present the results of the analysis of the impact of the small fluctuations on the studied 

nonlinear processes. 

       2.  Let us consider the quantum fluctuation presented in Fig. 24 (centre and right). The amplitude of 

the quantum fluctuation 1 ( )fλ ξ−  equals 3010− and   2010R −= −  in (52). Some results of the calculations 
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are presented in Fig. 26. Curves A were calculated for the action presented qualitatively in Fig. 24 

(centre). Curves B were calculated for the action presented qualitatively in Fig. 24 (right).  

   A 

  B 

Fig. 26. Results of the quantum actions.  The actions are accompanied by quantum oscillations of 

a small amplitude (see Fig. 24 (centre and right)).   

 

Fig. 26 demonstrates the existence of three scalar independent fields when the horizontal coordinate  is 

smaller 2910−− .  These fields interact very strongly within an interval from 2910−−  to  0 (A) and from 0 

till  2910−  (B). The single composite field is formed after the interaction. Perhaps, this field corresponds to 

the origin of the Universe. The formation of the mushroom-like (elastica-like) structure [58-60] is shown 

in the picture B. This structure is a result of the strongly nonlinear interaction of the initially independent 

scalar fields.  

3. The above  we have considered cases when the coefficient R  in (52) was very small. Now we 

study additionally cases when this coefficient is 10R = −  or R = − 2010 .   

3.1. Let us consider the case of the quantum action which is similar to the case presented in Fig. 

24 (centre).  The calculation results are shown in Fig. 27. 
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Fig. 27.   Results of the quantum actions accompanied by quantum oscillations of a small 

amplitude. 

 

Here the curves A are calculated for 10R = −  and 1 1.1( ) 10fλ ξ− = . Curves B are calculated for 2010R = −  

and 1 31( ) 10fλ ξ− = . In these cases we found the resonant parameters at which the three initial  

independent scalar fields begin to interact and form a new composite field.   

3.2. Let us consider the case of the quantum action which is similar to the case presented in Fig. 

24 (right). The calculation results are shown in Fig. 28. 

 

              

 
Fig. 28.   Results of the quantum actions accompanied by quantum oscillations of a small 

amplitude. The amplitude of the quantum fluctuation 1 ( )fλ ξ−  equals 3010−− .    The formation of the 

mushroom-like (elastica-like) structure [58-60] is shown. 
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Here the curves A are calculated for 10R = −  and 1 1.1( ) 10fλ ξ− = . Curves B are calculated for 2010R = −  

and 1 31( ) 10fλ ξ− = . We found the resonant parameters at which the three initial  independent scalar fields 

begin to interact and form a new composite field.   

 Conclusion. We found the resonant parameters at which the three initially independent scalar fields begin 

to interact by means of multivalued discontinuous oscillations. As the result the new field is generated 

which is thrown on the plateau-like top of the hill (see Figs. 25-28). We think that similar new composite 

fields may be considered as a starting point of the evolution of the Univerve. We studied the instability of 

a scalar field which is caused by a quantum fluctuation.  We can expect that the waves presented in Figs. 

21-23 and 26-28 may be formed in different unstable systems during impact actions.  

 

Fig. 29. An example of highly-nonlinear standing waves appearing on the interface of two liquids with 

different densities.  The interface has the low-frequency sinusoidal perturbation [83]. 

Indeed,  the wave forms presented in Figs. 21-23 and 26-28 are similar to the wave shapes generated due 

to the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability of incompressible liquids (see Fig. 29). 

 

       6.  Resume of the sections 3, 4 and 5 

 

The calculations demonstrate the existence of the distances on the horizontal coordinate line ξ , where the 

three scalar fields are independent from each other. On the other hand, there are the distances where the 

fields interact strongly. The nature of the field oscillations change.  They become very complex and can 

contain the jump discontinuities. The composite fields are born as the result of the interaction.  
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The amplitude of the composite field oscillations increases beyond that of the original fields.  It may 

increase up to a point when the energy bubble  escapes the potential well.  Because of the oscillations this 

process is described by the composite (multivalued) and discontinuous curves.  We  assume that noted 

process corresponds to the origin of the Universe [58-60].   

Thus,  by the way of analytic solution of the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation we come to the initial point 

of some models of the origin of the Universe. In particular, the existence of some volume of the inflaton 

on the top of certain energetic hill is the starting point for a few inflation models [ 20, 50, 52]. 

 

7.  The fragmentation of multidimensional spacetime during the field eruption from the potential 

well  

 

We have studied the great amplification of quantum fluctuations of scalar field.  In particular, the 

discontinuous oscillations of the fields occur.  These oscillations can work as certain  hammer blows 

smashing the local spacetime on some fundamental blocks. These blocks may differ from our ideas about 

the basic elements of space-time. Their sizes may depend on the energy of the oscillations (the energy of 

the hammer blows). In particular, it is accepted in [58-60] that spacetime may be fragmented in some one-

dimensional string-like ingredients. 

The multivalued and discontinuous oscillations of the composite field include the elements of the 

previously independent fields (see figures of sections 3 - 5). The transition of the one element to another is 

not necessarily smooth and continuous. The discontinuities could destroy the spacetime. The boundaries 

between spacetime dimensions were less stable during the eruption than they are now. As a result the 

multidimensional spacetime can be split into many two dimensional (space + time)  elements.  The 

spacetime fabric was transformed and fragmented when the field energy have been increased strongly. 

Generally speaking, it agrees with the ‘vanishing dimensions’ theory [84-87].  According this theory 

systems with higher energy have a smaller number of dimensions.  The higher energy, the smaller 

spacetime dimensions. Thus, our theory implies that the number of dimensions in the Universe reduced 

during the eruption.  

Generally speaking, the initial energy field could have many dimensions.  The string theory proclaims that 

the number of the dimensions may be different, for example, 5, or 11 or 26.  As the number of dimensions 

reduces, the volume of the initial bubble (clot, sphere, drop) can increase after the fragmentation very, 

very strongly. 

The process could be visualised by imagining a three-dimensional drop of oil impacting the surface of 

water. As a result of the impact the oil drop is separated into many elements (particles) which spread over 

the two-dimensional surface of water.  These elements of oil occupy in the two-dimensional space much 
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bigger volume than they had in the initial moment. It is important that the elements became more isolated 

from each other comparing to when they were inside the drop.  

Qualitatively the fragmentation of the spacetime fabric could remind the atomization of the water drop 

(see  Fig. 30).   It shows the fragmentation a drop which was vibrated in the vertical direction in its 

fundamental axisymmetric mode [88]. The forms of the surface waves and the small drops, shown on Fig. 

30, are determined by surface tension and some resonant conditions. 

 

 
Fig. 30. Scheme of the rapid-ejection process and the formation of  the cloud of particles [88]. 

 

As a result of the transresonant evolution the fragments (elements) gained the extremely high 

energy. Thus, in the course of the eruption the bubble (clot) of a scalar field increases strongly energy, 

loses the space dimensions and can strongly increase the volume.  It was assumed [58-60] that the 

elements  became  absolutely isolated without any connections.  

The process of fragmentation, shown in Fig. 30, can serve as a model for many natural wave 

phenomena [59]. In particular, as a result of the transresonant evolution of the initial field a large number 

of small finite elements appear which possess extremely high energy. Using the terminology of the string 

theory these elements may be defined as strings.  They begin to vibrate (Fig. 31). 

 

 
Fig. 31.  Linear oscillations and a quantum fluctuation of a string stretched between two D0-branes [89]. 
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  On the whole this conclusion agrees with suggestions of Steven Carlip of the University of 

California, Davis [87]. In 2012 he gathered up all the theories and found that, according to many of them, 

the Univese had got one or two spatial dimension during the hot, dense start.  In other words, geometry 

appears to have been radically different in the beginning.  Carlip and his colleagues showed that space was 

split into discrete elements in the first seconds of the Universe.  Each element experiences nothing outside 

its own existence [84-87].  Thus, the behaviour of the Universe’s spacetime might be very surprising in 

the beginning.   

 

8. ‘Elastica’-like traveling waves: from Bernoulli, Euler and Laplace to the origin of the Universe 

 

According to sections 3, 4, 6 and 7 it is possible to suggest that during the eruption the texture of the 

spacetime was fragmented in absolutely independent string-like elements. Huge kinetic energy was 

accumulate there.  These suggestions are very similar to the base  ideas of the very popular string theory 

[89]. 

Thus, the study of the origin of the Universe might be connected with analysis of strongly nonlinear 

oscillations of strings. It was shown that strongly nonlinear traveling waves determine similar oscillations 

[73, 74, 94-97]. Then the solutions describing these oscillations were applied to the problem of the origin 

of the Universe [58-60]. We will not concern here these solutions. It is noted only that the solutions  

describe well certain curves of  sections 4 and 5 and  the process of the birth of particles of mass and 

energy during the origin of the Universe [58-60]. 

It is important that the travelling wave solutions describes also so-called ‘elastica’ formers. The elastica 

forms attracted the attention of many of the brightest minds in the history of mathematics and physics, 

including  James Bernoulli [100], Leonhard Euler [101], Pierre Laplace [102],  Gustav Kirchhoff  [103], 

Max Born [104] and others [98, 99]. Traditionally these forms were used for description of bending of 

very flexible strips, bars and strings [98, 99].  

It is well know that the analysis of the deflection of a loaded strip (bar) usually begins with the Bernoulli-

Euler law, according to which the bending moment at any point of the strip is proportional to the change 

in the curvature caused by the action of the load.  In particular, James Bernoulli posed the precise problem 

of the elastica in 1691 [100].  Euler, building on (and crediting) the work of the Bernoullis, was the first to 

completely characterize the family of curves known as the elastica, and published this work as an 

appendix [101] in his landmark book on variational techniques. His treatment was quite definitive, and 

holds up well even by modern standards [98] (Fig. 32).   
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Fig. 32.  Euler’s elastica figures [98, 59, 101]. 
 
 

Euler observes that there is an infinite variety of elastic curves, but that ‘it will be worth while to 

enumerate all the different kinds included in this class of curves. For this way not only will the character 

of these curves be more profoundly perceived, but also, in any case whatsoever offered, it will be possible 

to decide from the mere figure into what class the curve formed ought to be put. We shall also list here the 

different kinds of curves in the same way in which the kinds of algebraic curves included in a given order 

are commonly enumerated.’ [101, §14]. Euler finds many curves, some of them showed in Fig. 33. 
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Fig. 33.   The evolution of the elastica forms as a function of some parameter λ: λ = 0.1; 0.2; 0.249; 0.25; 

0.251; 0.28; 0.3027; 0.35; 0.4; 0.5; 1  and  2 (from top to bottom of the picture) [98, 59]. 

 

The elastica forms  calculated for  different values of  the parameter λ:  λ = 0.1,   λ = 0.2,   λ = 0.249,    λ = 

0.25,  λ = 0.251,  λ = 0.28,  λ = 0.3027,  λ = 0.35,   λ = 0.4,  λ = 0.5,   λ = 1  and   λ = 2 are shown in Fig. 

33. This evolution can qualitatively describe the appearance of the surface craters ( λ = 0.249,    λ = 0.25) 

and the atomization of  a free liquid surface due to highly-nonlinear wave processes  ( λ = 0.251, λ = 

0.28).   
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The curves λ = 2; 1; 0.5; 0.4  and   0.35  qualitatively describe the instability of the interface of two 

liquids with different densities. The reader can see transforms of the harmonic wave (λ = 2) into the 

shock-like wave (λ = 0.5) and the mushroom-like configurations (λ = 0.4 and  0.35).   

Apparently,  the elastica forms can exist in many highly-nonlinear wave systems. Remarkably, the elastica 

appears as yet another shape of the solution of a fundamental physics problem—the capillary. Pierre 

Simon Laplace investigated the equation for the shape of the capillary (λ = 0. 249) in his 1807 work 

[102]. James Clerk Maxwell included the Laplace’s result in his article “Capillary Action” in the 9th 

edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica.  Surprisingly, the differential equation for the elastica, expressing 

curvature as a function of arclength, are equivalent to those of the motion of the pendulum, as worked out 

by Kirchhoff in 1859 [103].    

In spite of the equation for the general elastica being published as early as 1695, the curves had not been 

accurately plotted until Max Born’s 1906 PhD thesis, “Investigations of the stability of the elastic line in 

the plane and in space” [104]. Years later, Born wrote, “...I felt for the first time the delight of finding a 

theory in agreement with measurement—one of the most enjoyable experiences I know.” [105, p. 21]. 

Born used the best modern mathematical techniques to address the problem of the elastica, and, among 

other things, was able to generalize it to the three dimensional case of a wire in space, not confined to the 

plane. 

The forms presented in Figs. 32 and 33  correspond to the static compression of very flexible rods. 

On the other hand, we found [59, 94-97] that the elastica forms can describe qualitatively the periodic 

appearance of splashes, drops and bubbles on a liquid surface, as a result of highly-nonlinear effects. In 

particular, the forms which are intended to describe different forms of rods may be used for the analysis of 

highly-nonlinear capillary waves. We think that the elastica-like waves and their dynamics describe  

processes which have been observed in many experiments. In particular, these dynamics can qualitatively 

describe a transformation of waves into vortices. The theory of the elastica -like travelling waves  was 

developed in [73, 74, 94-97]. In particular, this theory  describes  the birth of the particles of mass and 

energy during the origin of the Universe [58-60]. 

 

9. Conclusion  

 

We have assumed that the scalar fields of a pre-universe, which are determined by the expressions (1), (2) 

and (3), leap over infinite distances and permeates all of the spacetime.  Due to quantum fluctuations these 

fields can interact and form a composite field which determines initial conditions of the evolution of the 

Universe. This approach is  quite different from using in the current standard model of cosmology. 
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Thus, we considered in this work some actual problems of cosmology. On the whole, we developed and 

corrected some results from [58-60].  More simple picture  of pre-universe and its dynamics during the 

origin of the Universe was constructed. In contrast with [58-60] we did not study here the birth of particles 

of mass and energy during the origin. 

 Our aim was to demonstrate that solutions of  relatively simple version of nonlinear Klein-Gordon 

equation can describe the strict sequence of stages of the evolution of some pre-universe into the Universe, 

if strongly nonlinear effects are taken into account. We link the origin of the Universe with strongly 

nonlinear interaction of scalar fields existing in some pre-universe. Generally speaking, these fields are 

separable. However, due to quantum fluctuations the fields can occasionally interact. We considered the 

interaction of the static and dynamic parts of the initial field. Then the scalar field of quantum fluctuations 

was introduced and the interaction of the fluctuations and the initial field  was studied. The Universe 

might be originated as a result of similar interactions. 

In particular, the eruption depends strongly on the amplitude of quantum fluctuations A  and the 

coefficient of nonlinearity λ . We found that the jump amplification of the scalar field was proportional to 
1Aλ−  .  For any 1λ−  this amplification was  approximately 2010 A . Thus, the scalar field can be amplified 

extremely as a result of the enough weak quantum action. Together with this we recalled that the basic 

laws of quantum mechanics are applicable for our analysis. In particular, it is well known  that the energy 

density and the energy pressure of the scalar field depend on derivatives 2
iΦ , 2

tΦ and the scalar potential 

( )V Φ . Thus, these density and pressure can increase infinitely in the points of discontinuity.  Due to 

above circumstances our Universe can emerge having practically infinite energy and mass.    As a result 

the bubble energy separated from the pre-universe.  

A scenario is developed, when the Universe begins from a pre-universe and evolves into a state that 

differs from initial conditions of the theories of the Big Bang and the inflation. 
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